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MACULA-E MACULAE AACELMU MACULA, spot [n] 

MACULA-R MACULAR AACLMRU MACULA, spot [adj] 

MADRAS-A MADRASA AAADMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MAGGOT-Y MAGGOTY AGGMOTY MAGGOT, legless larva of certain insects [adj] 

MAGNET-O MAGNETO AEGMNOT type of electric generator [n -S] 

MANAGE-R MANAGER AAEGMNR one that manages (to control or direct) [n -S] 

MANCHE-T MANCHET ACEHMNT small loaf of fine white bread [n -S] 

MANGLE-R MANGLER AEGLMNR one that mangles (to cut, slash, or crush so as to disfigure) [n -S] 

MANIOC-A MANIOCA AACIMNO manioc (tropical plant) [n -S] 

MANITO-U MANITOU AIMNOTU Algonquian Indian deity [n -S] 

MANTLE-T MANTLET AELMNTT mantelet (mobile screen used to protect soldiers) [n -S] 

MANTRA-M MANTRAM AAMMNRT mantra (mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism) [n -S] 

MANTRA-P MANTRAP AAMNPRT trap for catching men [n -S] 

MANURE-D MANURED ADEMNRU MANURE, to fertilize with manure (animal excrement) [v] 

MANURE-R MANURER AEMNRRU one that manures (to fertilize with manure (animal excrement)) [n -S] 

MARBLE-D MARBLED ABDELMR MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

MARBLE-R MARBLER ABELMRR one that marbles (to give mottled appearance to) [n -S] 

MARINE-R MARINER AEIMNRR sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S] 

MARKKA-A MARKKAA AAAKKMR MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n] 

MARLIN-E MARLINE AEILMNR rope used on ship [n -S] 

MARLIN-G MARLING AGILMNR marline (rope used on ship) [n -S] / MARL, to fertilize with marl (earthy deposit containing lime, clay, and sand) [v] 

MARQUE-E MARQUEE AEEMQRU rooflike structure projecting over entrance [n -S] 

MARROW-Y MARROWY AMORRWY pithy (concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words))) [adj] 

MARTIN-G MARTING AGIMNRT MART, to market (to offer for sale) [v] 

MARTIN-I MARTINI AIIMNRT alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

MARTYR-Y MARTYRY AMRRTYY  shrine erected in honor of martyred person [n -RIES] 

MASQUE-R MASQUER AEMQRSU masker (one that wears mask) [n -S] 

MASTER-Y MASTERY AEMRSTY superior knowledge or skill [n -RIES] 

MATTER-Y MATTERY AEMRTTY producing pus [adj] 

MATTIN-G MATTING AGIMNTT woven fabric used as floor covering [n -S] / MAT, to pack down into dense mass [v] / MATT, to matte [v] / MATTE, to produce dull finish on [v] 

MATURE-R MATURER AEMRRTU MATURE, fully developed [adj] / one that brings something to maturity [n -S] 

MATZOT-H MATZOTH AHMOTTZ MATZO, unleavened bread [n] 

MAXIMA-L MAXIMAL AAILMMX element of mathematical set that is followed by no other [n -S] 

MEADOW-Y MEADOWY ADEMOWY MEADOW, tract of grassland [adj] 

MEAGRE-R MEAGRER AEEGMRR MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

MEALIE-R MEALIER AEEILMR MEALY, soft, dry, and friable [adj] 

MEASLE-D MEASLED ADEELMS MEASLE, tapeworm larva [adj] 

MEDDLE-R MEDDLER DDEELMR one that meddles (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern) [n -S] 

MEDIAN-T MEDIANT ADEIMNT type of musical tone [n -S] 

MEDUSA-E MEDUSAE ADEEMSU MEDUSA, jellyfish [n] 

MEDUSA-L MEDUSAL ADELMSU MEDUSA, jellyfish [adj] 

MEDUSA-N MEDUSAN ADEMNSU medusa (jellyfish) [n -S] 

MEGASS-E MEGASSE AEEGMSS megass (bagasse (crushed sugarcane)) [n -S] 

MEGILP-H MEGILPH EGHILMP megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n -S] 

MENACE-R MENACER ACEEMNR one that menaces (to threaten (to be source of danger to)) [n -S] 
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MENSCH-Y MENSCHY CEHMNSY MENSCH, admirable person [adj] 

MERCER-Y MERCERY CEEMRRY mercer's (dealer in textiles) shop [n -S] 

MEZUZA-H MEZUZAH AEHMUZZ Judaic scroll [n -S, -ZOT, -ZOTH] 

MIASMA-L MIASMAL AAILMMS MIASMA, noxious vapor [adj] 

MICELL-A MICELLA ACEILLM micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n -E] 

MICELL-E MICELLE CEEILLM coherent strand or structure in fiber [n -S] 

MICKLE-R MICKLER CEIKLMR MICKLE, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

MIDDLE-D MIDDLED DDDEILM MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v] 

MIDDLE-R MIDDLER DDEILMR student in intermediate grade [n -S] 

MIKVOT-H MIKVOTH HIKMOTV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

MILDEW-Y MILDEWY DEILMWY affected with or resembling mildew [adj] 

MILIEU-X MILIEUX EIILMUX MILIEU, environment [n] 

MINGLE-R MINGLER EGILMNR one that mingles (to mix together) [n -S] 

MINIMA-L MINIMAL AIILMMN element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n -S] 

MINIMA-X MINIMAX AIIMMNX minimum of set of maxima [n -ES] 

MINUTE-D MINUTED DEIMNTU MINUTE, to make brief note of [v] 

MINUTE-R MINUTER EIMNRTU MINUTE, very small [adj] 

MISTER-M MISTERM EIMMRST to call by wrong name [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISUSE-R MISUSER EIMRSSU one that misuses (to use incorrectly) [n -S] 

MOCKER-Y MOCKERY CEKMORY act of mocking (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -RIES] 

MODERN-E MODERNE DEEMNOR design style of 1920s and 1930s [n -S] 

MODEST-Y MODESTY DEMOSTY quality of being modest [n -TIES] 

MOMENT-A MOMENTA AEMMNOT MOMENTUM, force of movement [n] 

MOMENT-O MOMENTO EMMNOOT memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n -S, -ES] 

MORASS-Y MORASSY AMORSSY MORASS, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [adj] 

MORTAR-Y MORTARY AMORRTY containing or resembling mortar [adj] 

MORULA-E MORULAE AELMORU MORULA, embryonic mass of cells [n] 

MORULA-R MORULAR ALMORRU MORULA, embryonic mass of cells [adj] 

MOTHER-Y MOTHERY EHMORTY slimy (resembling slime) [adj] 

MOTIVE-D MOTIVED DEIMOTV MOTIVE, to motivate (to provide with incentive) [v] 

MOTTLE-R MOTTLER ELMORTT one that mottles (to mark with spots or streaks of different colors) [n -S] 

MUCKLE-R MUCKLER CEKLMRU MUCKLE, much, great [adj] 

MUCOSA-E MUCOSAE ACEMOSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [n] 

MUCOSA-L MUCOSAL ACLMOSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [adj] 

MUDDLE-R MUDDLER DDELMRU one that muddles (to mix in disordered manner) [n -S] 

MUFFIN-G MUFFING FFGIMNU MUFF, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

MUFFLE-D MUFFLED DEFFLMU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v] 

MUFFLE-R MUFFLER EFFLMRU device for deadening sound [n -S] 

MUMBLE-R MUMBLER BELMMRU one that mumbles (to speak unclearly) [n -S] 

MUMMER-Y MUMMERY EMMMRUY performance by mummers [n M-RIES] 

MUNTIN-G MUNTING GIMNNTU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S] 

MUSKIE-R MUSKIER EIKMRSU MUSKY, resembling musk (strongly odorous substance secreted by certain animals) [adj] 

MUTTON-Y MUTTONY MNOTTUY MUTTON, flesh of sheep used as food [adj] 

MUZZLE-R MUZZLER ELMRUZZ one that muzzles (to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating) [n -S] 

MYELIN-E MYELINE EEILMNY myelin (fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers) [n -S] 
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MACABRE-R MACABRER AABCEMRR MACABRE, gruesome, repugnant [adj] 

MACARON-I MACARONI AACIMNOR tubular pasta [n -ES, -S] 

MADRASA-H MADRASAH AAADHMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MAGNETO-N MAGNETON AEGMNNOT unit of magnetic moment [n -S] 

MAHJONG-G MAHJONGG AGGHJMNO mahjong (game of Chinese origin) [n -S] 

MALARIA-L MALARIAL AAAILLMR MALARIA, infectious disease [adj] 

MALARIA-N MALARIAN AAAILMNR MALARIA, infectious disease [adj] 

MAMILLA-E MAMILLAE AAEILLMM MAMILLA, mammilla (nipple (protuberance on breast)) [n] 

MANDRIL-L MANDRILL ADILLMNR large baboon (large ape) [n -S] 

MANTEAU-X MANTEAUX AAEMNTUX MANTEAU, loose cloak [n] 

MARABOU-T MARABOUT AABMORTU marabou (African stork) [n -S] 

MARCHES-A MARCHESA AACEHMRS wife or widow of marchese [n -SE] 

MARCHES-E MARCHESE ACEEHMRS Italian nobleman [n -SI] / MARCHESA, wife or widow of marchese [n] 

MARCHES-I MARCHESI ACEHIMRS MARCHESE, Italian nobleman [n] 

MARQUIS-E MARQUISE AEIMQRSU wife or widow of marquis [n -ES] 

MARSHAL-L MARSHALL AAHLLMRS to marshal (to put in proper order) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MASSAGE-R MASSAGER AAEGMRSS one that massages (to manipulate parts of body for remedial or hygienic purposes) [n -S] 

MASTABA-H MASTABAH AAABHMST mastaba (ancient Egyptian tomb) [n -S] 

MATELOT-E MATELOTE AEELMOTT fish stew [n -S] 

MATURES-T MATUREST AEMRSTTU MATURE, fully developed [adj] 

MAXILLA-E MAXILLAE AAEILLMX MAXILLA, upper jaw or jawbone [n] 

MEALIES-T MEALIEST AEEILMST MEALY, soft, dry, and friable [adj] 

MEASURE-R MEASURER AEEMRRSU one that measures (to ascertain dimensions, quantity, or capacity of) [n -S] 

MEDULLA-E MEDULLAE ADEELLMU MEDULLA, central tissue in stems of certain plants [n] 

MEDULLA-R MEDULLAR ADELLMRU MEDULLA, central tissue in stems of certain plants [adj] 

MEGAPOD-E MEGAPODE ADEEGMOP large-footed bird [n -S] 

MEGILLA-H MEGILLAH AEGHILLM long, involved story [n -S] 

MELODIC-A MELODICA ACDEILMO harmonica with small keyboard at one end [n -S] 

MERONYM-Y MERONYMY EMMNORYY semantic relationship between part and whole [n -MIES] 

MESHUGA-H MESHUGAH AEGHHMSU meshuga (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] 

MESQUIT-E MESQUITE EEIMQSTU spiny tree or shrub [n -S] 

METAMER-E METAMERE AEEEMMRT somite (longitudinal segment of body of some animals) [n -S] 

METAZOA-L METAZOAL AAELMOTZ METAZOAN, any of major division of multicellular animals [adj] 

METAZOA-N METAZOAN AAEMNOTZ any of major division of multicellular animals [n -S] 

METHOXY-L METHOXYL EHLMOTXY methoxy (containing certain chemical group) [adj] 

METONYM-Y METONYMY EMMNOTYY type of figure of speech [n -MIES] 

MEZQUIT-E MEZQUITE EEIMQTUZ mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

MEZUZOT-H MEZUZOTH EHMOTUZZ MEZUZAH, Judaic scroll [n] 

MICELLA-E MICELLAE ACEEILLM MICELLA, micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n] 

MICELLA-R MICELLAR ACEILLMR MICELLE, coherent strand or structure in fiber [adj] 

MICKLES-T MICKLEST CEIKLMST MICKLE, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj] 

MIDLIFE-R MIDLIFER DEFIILMR middle-aged person [n -S] 

MIDSIZE-D MIDSIZED DDEIIMSZ midsize (of intermediate size) [adj] 

MIDWIFE-D MIDWIFED DDEFIIMW MIDWIFE, to assist woman in childbirth [v] 
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MILLINE-R MILLINER EIILLMNR one who makes or sells women's hats [n -S] 

MINICAM-P MINICAMP ACIIMMNP short training camp for football players [n -S] 

MINUTES-T MINUTEST EIMNSTTU MINUTE, very small [adj] 

MINUTIA-E MINUTIAE AEIIMNTU MINUTIA, small detail [n] 

MINUTIA-L MINUTIAL AIILMNTU MINUTIA, small detail [adj] 

MISDEAL-T MISDEALT ADEILMST MISDEAL, to deal cards incorrectly [v] 

MISDRAW-N MISDRAWN ADIMNRSW MISDRAW, to draw incorrectly [v] 

MISGIVE-N MISGIVEN EGIIMNSV MISGIVE, to make doubtful or fearful [v] 

MISGROW-N MISGROWN GIMNORSW MISGROW, to grow abnormally [v] 

MISHEAR-D MISHEARD ADEHIMRS MISHEAR, to hear incorrectly [v] 

MISKNOW-N MISKNOWN IKMNNOSW MISKNOW, to fail to understand or recognize [v] 

MISLIKE-R MISLIKER EIIKLMRS one that mislikes (to dislike (to regard with aversion)) [n -S] 

MISPLAN-T MISPLANT AILMNPST to plant wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTAKE-N MISTAKEN AEIKMNST MISTAKE, to interpret wrongly [v] 

MISTAKE-R MISTAKER AEIKMRST one that mistakes (to interpret wrongly) [n -S] 

MISWRIT-E MISWRITE EIIMRSTW to write incorrectly [v MISWRIT, -ROTE, -TTEN, -TING, -S] 

MODERNE-R MODERNER DEEMNORR MODERN, pertaining to present or recent time [adj] 

MOLLUSC-A MOLLUSCA ACLLMOSU skin diseases [n] 

MONARCH-Y MONARCHY ACHMNORY rule by monarch [n -HIES] 

MONILIA-E MONILIAE AEIILMNO MONILIA, type of parasitic fungus [n] 

MONITOR-Y MONITORY IMNOORTY letter of warning [n -RIES] 

MONOCLE-D MONOCLED CDELMNOO MONOCLE, eyeglass for one eye [adj] 

MONOLOG-Y MONOLOGY GLMNOOOY act of uttering monolog [n -GIES] 

MONOPOD-E MONOPODE DEMNOOOP creature having one foot [n -S] 

MONOPOD-Y MONOPODY DMNOOOPY measure consisting of single metrical foot [n -DIES] 

MONSTER-A MONSTERA AEMNORST tropical American plant [n -S] 

MONTAGE-D MONTAGED ADEGMNOT MONTAGE, to combine into composite picture [v] 

MORCEAU-X MORCEAUX ACEMORUX MORCEAU, short literary or musical composition [n] 

MORPHIN-E MORPHINE EHIMNOPR narcotic alkaloid [n -S] 

MORPHIN-G MORPHING GHIMNOPR transformation of one form into another [n -S] / MORPH, to be transformed [v] 

MORTICE-R MORTICER CEIMORRT mortiser (one that mortises (to join or fasten securely)) [n -S] 

MORTISE-R MORTISER EIMORRST one that mortises (to join or fasten securely) [n -S] 

MUDDIES-T MUDDIEST DDEIMSTU MUDDY, covered or filled with mud [adj] 

MULLOCK-Y MULLOCKY CKLLMOUY MULLOCK, waste earth or rock from mine [adj] 

MUMSIES-T MUMSIEST EIMMSSTU MUMSY, maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mother) [adj] 

MUNCHIE-R MUNCHIER CEHIMNRU MUNCHY, suitable for snacking [adj] 

MURIATE-D MURIATED ADEIMRTU pickled [adj] 

MUSICAL-E MUSICALE ACEILMSU program of music performed at social gathering [n -S] 

MUSKIES-T MUSKIEST EIKMSSTU MUSKY, resembling musk (strongly odorous substance secreted by certain animals) [adj] 

MUSTARD-Y MUSTARDY ADMRSTUY resembling mustard (pungent seasoning) [adj] 

MYCELIA-L MYCELIAL ACEILLMY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj] 

MYCELIA-N MYCELIAN ACEILMNY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj] 
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MACARONI-C  MACARONIC AACCIMNOR denoting language in which words of one are introduced into another [n -S] 

MACERATE-R  MACERATER AACEEMRRT one that macerates (to soften by soaking in liquid) [n -S] 

 

MADRASSA-H  MADRASSAH AAADHMRSS MADRASSA, Muslim school [n -S] 

MAGDALEN-E  MAGDALENE AADEEGLMN MAGDALEN, reformed prostitute [n -S] 

MAGNESIA-N  MAGNESIAN AAEGIMNNS MAGNESIA, medicinal compound [adj] 

MAGNIFIC-O  MAGNIFICO ACFGIIMNO eminent, powerful, or illustrious person [n -ES, -S] 

MAHARAJA-H  MAHARAJAH AAAAHHJMR MAHARAJA, ruler or prince in India [n -S] 

MAIASAUR-A  MAIASAURA AAAAIMRSU MAIASAUR, herbivorous dinosaur [n -S] 

MAINLINE-R  MAINLINER AEIILMNNR one that mainlines (to inject narcotic into major vein) [n -S] 

MALVASIA-N  MALVASIAN AAAILMNSV MALVASIA, malmsey (white wine) [adj] 

MAMMILLA-E  MAMMILLAE AAEILLMMM MAMMILLA, nipple (protuberance on breast) [n] 

MANDATOR-Y  MANDATORY AADMNORTY required by laws or rules; compulsory [adj] 

MANDOLIN-E  MANDOLINE ADEILMNNO kitchen utensil for slicing vegetables [n -S] 

MANIFEST-O  MANIFESTO AEFIMNOST to provide public declaration of policy or aims [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MANUBRIA-L  MANUBRIAL AABILMNRU MANUBRIA, handle-shaped anatomical parts [adj] 

MARGARIN-E  MARGARINE AAEGIMNRR MARGARIN, butter substitute [n -S] 

MARSUPIA-L  MARSUPIAL AAILMPRSU MARSUPIA, abdominal pouches in certain mammals [n -S] 

MASSACRE-R  MASSACRER AACEMRRSS one that massacres (to kill indiscriminately) [n -S] 

MASTODON-T  MASTODONT ADMNOOSTT MASTODON, extinct elephant-like mammal [n -S] 

MAUSOLEA-N  MAUSOLEAN AAELMNOSU MAUSOLEA, large stately tombs [adj] 

MAXIMIZE-R  MAXIMIZER AEIIMMRXZ one that maximizes (to make as great as possible) [n -S] 

MEDIATOR-Y  MEDIATORY ADEIMORTY describing process that mediates (to act between disputing parties in order to bring about settlement) [adj] 

MEDICINE-D  MEDICINED CDDEEIIMN MEDICINE, to administer medicine (substance used in treatment of disease) to [v] 

MEDULLAR-Y  MEDULLARY ADELLMRUY MEDULLAR, MEDULLA, central tissue in stems of certain plants [adj] 

MELANIZE-D  MELANIZED ADEEILMNZ MELANIZE, to make dark (having little or no light) [v] 

MELODIZE-R  MELODIZER DEEILMORZ one that melodizes (to compose melody) [n -S] 

MEMBRANE-D  MEMBRANED ABDEEMMNR MEMBRANE, thin, pliable layer of tissue [adj] 

MEMORIZE-R  MEMORIZER EEIMMORRZ one that memorizes (to commit to memory) [n -S] 

MENSTRUA-L  MENSTRUAL AELMNRSTU relating to menstruation [adj] 

MESCALIN-E  MESCALINE ACEEILMNS MESCALIN, mescaline (hallucinogenic compound) [n -S] 

MESHUGGA-H  MESHUGGAH AEGGHHMSU [adj] MESHUGGA, meshuga (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] 

MESOGLEA-L  MESOGLEAL AEEGLLMOS MESOGLEA, gelatinous material in sponges [adj] 

MESOPHYL-L  MESOPHYLL EHLLMOPSY MESOPHYL, soft tissue of leaf [n -S] 

METHADON-E  METHADONE ADEEHMNOT METHADON, narcotic drug [n -S] 

MIGRATOR-Y  MIGRATORY AGIMORRTY denoting animal that migrates (to move from one region to another)) [adj] 

MILIARIA-L  MILIARIAL AAIIILLMR MILIARIA, skin disease [adj] 

MILLEPED-E  MILLEPEDE DEEEILLMP MILLEPED, milliped (multi-legged arthropod) [n -S] 

MILLINER-Y  MILLINERY EIILLMNRY business of milliner (one that makes women’s hats) [n -RIES] 

MILLIPED-E  MILLIPEDE DEEIILLMP MILLIPED, multi-legged arthropod [n -S] 

MINIBIKE-R  MINIBIKERX BEIIIKMNR one that minibikes (small motorcycle) [n -S] 

MINIMIZE-R  MINIMIZER EIIIMMNRZ one that minimizes (to make as small as possible) [n -S] 

MISCHOSE-N  MISCHOSEN CEHIMNOSS MISCHOOSE, to select wrongly [v] 

MISDRIVE-N  MISDRIVEN DEIIMNRSV MISDRIVE, to drive wrongly or improperly [v] 

MISENROL-L  MISENROLL EILLMNORS to enroll improperly [v] 

MISGUIDE-R  MISGUIDER DEGIIMRSU one that misguides (to guide wrongly) [n -S] 

MISLEARN-T  MISLEARNT AEILMNRST MISLEARN, to learn wrongly [v] 
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MISPRIZE-R  MISPRIZER EIIMPRRSZ one that misprizes (to despise (to loathe (to detest greatly))) [n -S] 

MISQUOTE-R  MISQUOTER EIMOQRSTU one that misquotes (to quote incorrectly) [v] 

MISSHAPE-N  MISSHAPEN AEHIMNPSS MISSHAPE, to shape badly [v] 

MISSHAPE-R  MISSHAPER AEHIMPRSS one that misshapes (to shape badly) [n -S] 

MISSPOKE-N  MISSPOKEN EIKMNOPSS MISSPEAK, to speak incorrectly [v] 

MISTHROW-N  MISTHROWN HIMNORSTW MISTHROW, to throw errantly [v] 

MOBILIZE-R  MOBILIZED BDEIILMOZ MOBILIZE, to put into movement [v] 

MOBILIZE-R  MOBILIZER BEIILMORZ one that mobilizes (to put into movement) [n -S] 

MODERATO-R  MODERATOR ADEMOORRT arbitrator or mediator [n -S] 

MODERNES-T  MODERNEST DEEMNORST MODERN, pertaining to present or recent time [adj] 

MOLLUSCA-N  MOLLUSCAN ACLLMNOSU MOLLUSCA, skin diseases [n -S] 

MORALISE-R  MORALISER AEILMORRS one that moralises (to moralize (to explain in moral sense)) [n -S] 

MORALIZE-R  MORALIZER AEILMORRZ one that moralizes (to explain in moral sense) [n -S] 

MORTGAGE-E  MORTGAGEE AEEGGMORT lender in mortgage, typically bank [n -S] 

MORTGAGE-R  MORTGAGER AEGGMORRT borrower in mortgage, typically homeowner [n -S] 

MOSCHATE-L  MOSCHATEL ACEHLMOST small herb with greenish white musk-scented flowers  [adj] 

MOUNTAIN-Y  MOUNTAINY AIMNNOTUY MOUNTAIN, large, natural elevation of earth’s surface [adj] 

MRIDANGA-M  MRIDANGAM AADGIMMNR MRIDANGA, drum in India [n -S] 

MUCKRAKE-R  MUCKRAKER ACEKKMRRU one that muckrakes (to search for and expose corruption) [n -S] 

MULTIPED-E  MULTIPEDE DEEILMPTU MULTIPED, animal having many feet [n -S] 

MULTIPLE-T  MULTIPLET EILLMPTTU group of closely related things [n -S] 

MULTIPLE-X  MULTIPLEX EILLMPTUX incorporate into multiplex signal or system v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MULTITON-E  MULTITONE EILMNOTTU two or more musical tones [n -S] 

MULTIUSE-R  MULTIUSER EILMRSTUU able to be used by number of people simultaneously [adj] 

MUNCHIES-T  MUNCHIEST CEHIMNSTU MUNCHY, suitable for snacking [adj] 

MURICATE-D  MURICATED ACDEIMRTU MURICATE, covered with short, sharp points [adj] 

MUSHROOM-Y MUSHROOMY HMMOORSUY resembling mushroom [adj] 

MUSTACHE-D  MUSTACHED ACDEHMSTU MUSTACHE, growth of hair on upper lip [adj] 

MYSTAGOG-Y  MYSTAGOGY AGGMOSTYY fourth stage of Christian initiation rite [n -GIES] 

MYXAMEBA-E  MYXAMEBAE AABEEMMXY MYXAMEBA, slime mold that resembles amoeba [n] 
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	MAGNET-O MAGNETO AEGMNOT type of electric generator [n -S]
	MANAGE-R MANAGER AAEGMNR one that manages (to control or direct) [n -S]
	MANCHE-T MANCHET ACEHMNT small loaf of fine white bread [n -S]
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	MANTRA-M MANTRAM AAMMNRT mantra (mystical formula of prayer or incantation in Hinduism) [n -S]
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	MANURE-R MANURER AEMNRRU one that manures (to fertilize with manure (animal excrement)) [n -S]
	MARBLE-D MARBLED ABDELMR MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v]
	MARBLE-R MARBLER ABELMRR one that marbles (to give mottled appearance to) [n -S]
	MARINE-R MARINER AEIMNRR sailor (member of ship's crew) [n -S]
	MARKKA-A MARKKAA AAAKKMR MARKKA, former monetary unit of Finland [n]
	MARLIN-E MARLINE AEILMNR rope used on ship [n -S]
	MARLIN-G MARLING AGILMNR marline (rope used on ship) [n -S] / MARL, to fertilize with marl (earthy deposit containing lime, clay, and sand) [v]
	MARQUE-E MARQUEE AEEMQRU rooflike structure projecting over entrance [n -S]
	MARROW-Y MARROWY AMORRWY pithy (concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words))) [adj]
	MARTIN-G MARTING AGIMNRT MART, to market (to offer for sale) [v]
	MARTIN-I MARTINI AIIMNRT alcoholic beverage [n -S]
	MARTYR-Y MARTYRY AMRRTYY  shrine erected in honor of martyred person [n -RIES]
	MASQUE-R MASQUER AEMQRSU masker (one that wears mask) [n -S]
	MASTER-Y MASTERY AEMRSTY superior knowledge or skill [n -RIES]
	MATTER-Y MATTERY AEMRTTY producing pus [adj]
	MATTIN-G MATTING AGIMNTT woven fabric used as floor covering [n -S] / MAT, to pack down into dense mass [v] / MATT, to matte [v] / MATTE, to produce dull finish on [v]
	MATURE-R MATURER AEMRRTU MATURE, fully developed [adj] / one that brings something to maturity [n -S]
	MATZOT-H MATZOTH AHMOTTZ MATZO, unleavened bread [n]
	MAXIMA-L MAXIMAL AAILMMX element of mathematical set that is followed by no other [n -S]
	MEADOW-Y MEADOWY ADEMOWY MEADOW, tract of grassland [adj]
	MEAGRE-R MEAGRER AEEGMRR MEAGRE, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj]
	MEALIE-R MEALIER AEEILMR MEALY, soft, dry, and friable [adj]
	MEASLE-D MEASLED ADEELMS MEASLE, tapeworm larva [adj]
	MEDDLE-R MEDDLER DDEELMR one that meddles (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern) [n -S]
	MEDIAN-T MEDIANT ADEIMNT type of musical tone [n -S]
	MEDUSA-E MEDUSAE ADEEMSU MEDUSA, jellyfish [n]
	MEDUSA-L MEDUSAL ADELMSU MEDUSA, jellyfish [adj]
	MEDUSA-N MEDUSAN ADEMNSU medusa (jellyfish) [n -S]
	MEGASS-E MEGASSE AEEGMSS megass (bagasse (crushed sugarcane)) [n -S]
	MEGILP-H MEGILPH EGHILMP megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n -S]
	MENACE-R MENACER ACEEMNR one that menaces (to threaten (to be source of danger to)) [n -S]
	MENSCH-Y MENSCHY CEHMNSY MENSCH, admirable person [adj]
	MERCER-Y MERCERY CEEMRRY mercer's (dealer in textiles) shop [n -S]
	MEZUZA-H MEZUZAH AEHMUZZ Judaic scroll [n -S, -ZOT, -ZOTH]
	MIASMA-L MIASMAL AAILMMS MIASMA, noxious vapor [adj]
	MICELL-A MICELLA ACEILLM micelle (coherent strand or structure in fiber) [n -E]
	MICELL-E MICELLE CEEILLM coherent strand or structure in fiber [n -S]
	MICKLE-R MICKLER CEIKLMR MICKLE, large (of considerable size or quantity) [adj]
	MIDDLE-D MIDDLED DDDEILM MIDDLE, to place in middle (area or point equidistant from extremes or limits) [v]
	MIDDLE-R MIDDLER DDEILMR student in intermediate grade [n -S]
	MIKVOT-H MIKVOTH HIKMOTV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n]
	MILDEW-Y MILDEWY DEILMWY affected with or resembling mildew [adj]
	MILIEU-X MILIEUX EIILMUX MILIEU, environment [n]
	MINGLE-R MINGLER EGILMNR one that mingles (to mix together) [n -S]
	MINIMA-L MINIMAL AIILMMN element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n -S]
	MINIMA-X MINIMAX AIIMMNX minimum of set of maxima [n -ES]
	MINUTE-D MINUTED DEIMNTU MINUTE, to make brief note of [v]
	MINUTE-R MINUTER EIMNRTU MINUTE, very small [adj]
	MISTER-M MISTERM EIMMRST to call by wrong name [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	MISUSE-R MISUSER EIMRSSU one that misuses (to use incorrectly) [n -S]
	MOCKER-Y MOCKERY CEKMORY act of mocking (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -RIES]
	MODERN-E MODERNE DEEMNOR design style of 1920s and 1930s [n -S]
	MODEST-Y MODESTY DEMOSTY quality of being modest [n -TIES]
	MOMENT-A MOMENTA AEMMNOT MOMENTUM, force of movement [n]
	MOMENT-O MOMENTO EMMNOOT memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n -S, -ES]
	MORASS-Y MORASSY AMORSSY MORASS, marsh (tract of low, wet land) [adj]
	MORTAR-Y MORTARY AMORRTY containing or resembling mortar [adj]
	MORULA-E MORULAE AELMORU MORULA, embryonic mass of cells [n]
	MORULA-R MORULAR ALMORRU MORULA, embryonic mass of cells [adj]
	MOTHER-Y MOTHERY EHMORTY slimy (resembling slime) [adj]
	MOTIVE-D MOTIVED DEIMOTV MOTIVE, to motivate (to provide with incentive) [v]
	MOTTLE-R MOTTLER ELMORTT one that mottles (to mark with spots or streaks of different colors) [n -S]
	MUCKLE-R MUCKLER CEKLMRU MUCKLE, much, great [adj]
	MUCOSA-E MUCOSAE ACEMOSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [n]
	MUCOSA-L MUCOSAL ACLMOSU MUCOSA, mucous membrane [adj]
	MUDDLE-R MUDDLER DDELMRU one that muddles (to mix in disordered manner) [n -S]
	MUFFIN-G MUFFING FFGIMNU MUFF, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v]
	MUFFLE-D MUFFLED DEFFLMU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v]
	MUFFLE-R MUFFLER EFFLMRU device for deadening sound [n -S]
	MUMBLE-R MUMBLER BELMMRU one that mumbles (to speak unclearly) [n -S]
	MUMMER-Y MUMMERY EMMMRUY performance by mummers [n M-RIES]
	MUNTIN-G MUNTING GIMNNTU muntin (dividing strip for window panes) [n -S]
	MUSKIE-R MUSKIER EIKMRSU MUSKY, resembling musk (strongly odorous substance secreted by certain animals) [adj]
	MUTTON-Y MUTTONY MNOTTUY MUTTON, flesh of sheep used as food [adj]
	MUZZLE-R MUZZLER ELMRUZZ one that muzzles (to put covering over mouth of to prevent biting or eating) [n -S]
	MYELIN-E MYELINE EEILMNY myelin (fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers) [n -S]

